
Cast Bullets in the .38 Special
 

I was raised with a .38 Special pistol in the house.  I guess a lot of people were in the period that I grew up in.  My
dad worked for the Prison Department in North Carolina and although weapons were provided to their personnel, dad
bought his own.  It was an old Smith and Wesson Model 10 Military and Police model and was nickel-plated.  That
old gun stayed in the house for years until dad was promoted and bought a new Smith and Wesson Model 36.
 
Occasionally, I’d get to fire it and those were big times.  I always collected brass from their practice place, as they’d
shoot up all of the old ammo when new ammunition was issued.  Most of it was nickel-plated.  As a result, at an early
age, I accumulated a fair amount of brass.
 
When I was about 16 years old, the reloading bug bit me.  A DCM 1903A3 Springfield came my way and a Lyman
Ammunition Maker kit was procured.  I cut my reloading teeth on the Springfield.  I guess dad saw that I wasn’t going
to blow myself up so he allowed me use of the old M & P on a limited basis.  That meant, on the place and out in the
woods.  Fortunately, we had a really nice 50 foot bank behind the house so I had a fairly good range to practice on.
 
My next project was to get tools for loading the .38.  I’d already made a mistake on the purchase of the Ammunition
Maker since it wouldn’t full length resize so I purchased a new Lyman Comet press and splurged for a set of Lyman
All American tungsten carbide dies based on guidance from a shooting partner.  That was sound wisdom.
 
I existed for a while on Markell 158 grain round nose bullets that I bought at the gun shop and on Hensley and Gibbs
#50s given to me by a friend.  I needed a mould.    Finally, I popped for a Lyman single cavity #358495 and a .358
sizing die for the #45 lubricator sizer.  I was in business.  Later on, a Lyman #35811 was added to my (by now) four-
mould collection.
 
I learned a lot about pistol shooting with that old M & P and shot thousands of cast bullets out of it before it was
traded off to raise funds for the purchase of a “almost new” second hand Colt Python.
 
Since that time, many handguns chambered for .38 Special and .357 Magnum have passed through my hands and I’ve
owned some of the best including K-38s, a Officer’s Model Match and even a Colt Gold Cup Midrange Match. 
 
I still love the old wheel guns though and about five years ago I started thinking about a nightstand gun…..for my
wife.  The gun shop got in a police department hand-me-down Smith and Wesson Model 15 Combat Masterpiece in
good condition so I decided then and there that it was coming home with me.  It’s a perfect companion gun for the
Model 18 .22 Combat Masterpiece that I have as my .22 plinking gun.  I justified this purchase by telling my wife that
it was “her” gun.  You know the deal.
 
Over the years, I shot a lot of .38 Special.  This was shot in both .38 Special and .357 Magnum guns.  Lots of it was
for plinking, some for cottontails, a bunch for snakes and turtles on the river and loads of it for rats at the local dump.
 
Not having access to a car in those earlier days, it was common practice to head out on foot to walk the woods and
plink with four boxes of ammo and a.38.  This lasted until you got back home.  No holsters in those days so you
carried it in your hand.  The ammo was carried in the pockets of an army field jacket: 100 rounds of loose ammo in the
right pocket and a box of ammo in each top pocket.  The empties were transferred to the left pocket when fired.  It was
a pretty good woods setup in cool weather.
 
With this type of arrangement, I quickly learned that the shorter .38 wadcutter was much easier to transport than were
the 158 grain round nose bullets because of the bulk of the round nose cartridge.  Besides, most of my shooting was
done at 50 yards or less and they did just fine.
 
I read much these days about small game loads for handguns and how the round nose bullets are the best.  That may be



but I’ve never had any problems with wadcutters.  I’ve popped some awfully big rats with RN bullets and had them
run or crawl off on me.  The same thing goes with some stray cats at the dump.  The RN punches right on through. 
My dad worked for a fellow once that had a .38 Special.  He had a rooster that led the hens through the garden several
times a day and one night when he was well lubricated with “who shot John”, he shot the rooster through the body
while on the roost with a 158 grain RN.  He flew off and was gone for several days and showed back up with a limp
but survived it.
 
 I shoot with several police officers and one has a Marlin M1894 .357 carbine.  He was shooting one morning and I
asked him what he was shooting and he told me 158 grain round nose.  Said he got it from the evidence room as they
had lots of it that came off dead bodies.  That’s good enough for me. The .38 Special is just not a one shot stopper.
 
Loading the .38 Special
 
The .38 Special is one of the easiest loading pistol cartridges that exists.  Probably more .38 Specials are loaded every
year than any other pistol caliber.  This is mainly because there are a lot of .38 Special pistols out there in the world
and it’s a nice caliber for casual shooting and home defense use.  Due to the light recoil, it’s a nice handgun for the
ladies to shoot as well.
 
It’s not only for the ladies…us gents like them too.   I usually keep 1,000 rounds of .38 Special ammunition loaded and
grab a couple of boxes when I go to the range for plinking or just fun.  The .38 Special is my.”22 rim fire“ caliber
substitute as I can load it about as cheap as I can buy .22s.  A lot of it gets fired in my Ruger .357 Magnums and then,
there’s the M1894 Marlin .357 Magnum carbine that eats it up like popcorn.  It’s just a friendly little round.
 
Now, my purpose in writing this article is not to list a lot of bullets and data as you can get that from a reloader’s
manual and you should have one of those if you’re looking at this article.
 
I’ll give several loads that I use with bullets that are normally loaded and if you want more, you’ll have to dig it out of
the manuals.
 
I’ll use the Lyman #358495 wadcutter, the Lyman #358250 round nose and I’ll throw a section in on the Lyman
358430 (195 grain) round nose bullet that was used in the old 200 grain police loads as there is always interest in
these.
 
Data will be standard “book” .38 Special data and I’ll not attempt to “hotrod” the loads.  I do this for my .357s but this
article is about .38 Special loads.
 
 
Choosing a bullet
 
One of the first things you need to do is choose a bullet….or mould as I’m assuming you either cast or have intentions
to or you’d not be reading this.
 
What kind?  What design will it be… wadcutter, round nose, semiwadcutter, or hollow point?
 
Kind of depends on what you want to do with it.  If you just want some ammunition for shooting targets or cans, I’d
recommend a wadcutter.  If you want a traditional looking bullet, go for a round nose.  Now, I just counted and there
are 54 moulds in my mould cabinet suitable for the .38 Special. You don’t have to carry your quest to this extreme to
find a good shooting bullet but acquiring moulds to a caster is like eating peanuts.  You can’t stop.
 
Which wadcutter?  Now, I’m kind of partial to a Lyman 358495 or the H & G #50 which is pretty close to the same
design.  There are many different wadcutters available so look at them all and read the article on wadcutters we have. 
Whichever one you choose, I’m sure it will do well.
 
There are even moulds for hollow base wadcutters but this is carrying things to an extreme and you want to keep it



simple. Casting hollow base wadcutters takes a little learning and I’m not sure it’s worth the effort.  Besides, the
#358395 is a discontinued mould and they bring premium prices if you do locate one.
 
Choosing a powder
 
Again, this is like my moulds….don’t carry it to the extreme as all we’re doing here is loading some .38 Special.
 
I once had a source that provided free Bullseye in 3 pound kegs.  I shot a lot of it.  Check your loading manual and
pick what you want.  Bullseye is economical and so are many of the other powders as you’re only using a little dab in
each cartridge.
 
Choose one of the “big three”, Bullseye, 700-X or WW 231, throw in a can up Unique and you’re pretty well set for
loading .38 Specials to almost any power level you desire.
 
Loading
 
Before I get into reloading, a word here on dies.  Get tungsten carbide dies.  Don’t go on E-Bay and buy an old steel
die set. Pay the money up front and get good dies. I’m partial to Lyman dies in pistol calibers although any of the
major manufacturers make good products.
 
Run through your stash of fired cases and pick out ones with the same head stamp.  Long as you’re loading, you might
as well do it right. I’d venture to say that there are probably several hundred different cases out there from various
manufacturers for the .38 Special.  Match them if possible but if that’s all you have, shoot them mixed.  In olden days,
Remington loaded .38 Special Match wadcutter ammunition under the name, Targetmaster.  Winchester Western has
its equivalent, Super Match.  These cases had multiple cannelures spaced for wadcutter bullets and they work well for
this purpose.  With the decline of Bullseye shooting, you don’t often encounter these much anymore but they’re worth
saving.
 
Inspect the cases.  Discard any with neck splits or any older style balloon head cases as these still do pop up.  I try to
use up and nickel plated cases I have first.  Although I have tungsten carbide dies, I like to load unplated cases if
possible.  Occasionally you’ll encounter milspec cases.  These will normally be headstamped RA and the year or WCC
and the year. There is nothing wrong with using these.  They’re thick and last a long time. With these, read on as
length is critical and they are not very uniform in length.
 
Now, trim these cases to the “trim to” length specified in your reloading manual.  People laugh at me when I say trim
.38 Special cases.  There’s a reason for this madness.  If the cases are all the correct length, they all crimp the same and
you have nice looking ammunition that functions correctly.
 
Prime the case and insure that they’re seated flush or slightly below the surface of the rim of the case.
    
Slightly bell the case mouth with an expander die or “M” die to the point where the base of the bullet just barely enters
the case.
 
Now, you’re ready for powder.  Select your weight and set your measure and scales.  Be sure to double-check your
settings.
 
There are folks that throw their charges and do really well.  Personally, I weigh every charge that I shoot.  I load for
fun and not for production.
 
Adhere pretty closely to the overall length stated in the loading manuals.  You may have to “fudge” it some if you
have a bullet that’s different from what’s in the manual but stick pretty close.  This is essential in some cases for
cylinder clearance and in other cases to achieve the proper pressure.  Deep-seated bullets tend to run up the pressure
really quick especially with fast burning pistol powders.
 



Normally, unless you’re loading for a .38 Special auto like a Colt Gold Cup Midrange Match or a Smith and Wesson
Model 52, a roll crimp is desired.  Taper crimp if you want to as the .38 Special don’t have much recoil.
 
If you’re loading for one of the target autos, you’re probably past the scope of this article anyway.
 
By now, you should have a box or so of loaded ammunition so go forth and practice and enjoy.
 
Loads
 
Now, I’m not going to spend 6 months testing every .38 bullet I have a mould for and recreate a loading manual for
you guys.  That’s what you have a loading manual for.
 
I’ll load and shoot some wadcutters, and some round nose 158 grain bullets and then I’ll finish up with some loads for
200 grain round nose bullets as someone is always asking for this data.
 
The loads are stock loads right out of the Lyman Cast Bullet Manual, 3rd Edition.  I don’t believe it’s worth
reinventing the wheel when so much .38 Special data is already available.
 
The bullets I’ve chosen are:
 

 
Lyman’s #358495 wadcutter.  My copy runs 143.4 grains.
 

 
Ideal #358250 round nose.  This one weighs 157.3 grains.  I chose this bullet over the Lyman #358311 as the
#358250 closely duplicates the 358311 with the exception that it has one more grease groove.  I’ve had this mould for
several years and decided to load it and put it through its paces.  The data should be interchangeable with the 358311.



 

 
Lyman’s #358430 round nose.  This one runs 199.2 grains.  Be aware that there are two versions of this bullet.  One
runs 150 grains and the other runs about 200 grains.  I’ve never gotten much accuracy out of the 150 grain version.
 
You’ll probably ask why there’s no semi-wadcutters in the lineup.  I have always felt that a semi-wadcutter was for
the .357 Magnum and not for the .38 Special.  I’ve shot thousands and thousands of them in .38 cases but normally will
shoot wadcutters or round nose bullets in regular .38 cases…. or the old H & G #73 truncated target bullet.
 
If you wish to shoot semi-wadcutters, by all means do so.  My choice is the RCBS 38-150-SWC, the Lyman #358477
or if you’re into gas checked bullets, the 358156. Many folks use the old Keith 358429 but in my opinion, it’s a bit
heavy for plinking and field use in the .38 Special.
 
Although I have a cabinet full of HP .38 moulds, I rarely load hollow point bullets in the .38 Special.  It’s kind of a
waste of time and effort as for a hollow point to be affective and open, it should have a terminal velocity of at least
1,000 feet per second with wheel weight alloy and that leaves the .38 Special cartridge behind in the normal loadings
and that’s what I’m writing about.
1.277
 
The Shooting Part
 

Cast Loads for the Lyman #358495 wadcutter
Factory velocity 710 FPS

Bullet Weight Powder Weight Average
Vel

SD Primer Sized
Dia

OAL Comments

358495 143.4 700-X 4.0 916 12.3 WSP .358 1.277 2”@25 Yd
358495 143.4 Bullseye 4.1 952 4.1 WSP .358 1.277 2”@25 Yd
358495 143.4 Red Dot 4.2 994 3.3 WSP .358 1.277 2”@25 Yd
358495 143.4 Unique 5.3 1080 15.1 WSP .358 1.277 2”@25 Yd
358495 143.4 WW

231
4.9 1005 6.9 WSP .358 1.277 2”@25 Yd

358495 143.4 AA #5 5.0 711 19.1 WSP .358 1.277 2.5”@25
Yd

 
Cast Loads for the Ideal #358250

Factory velocity 755 FPS
Bullet Weight Powder Weight Average

Vel
SD Primer Sized

Dia
OAL Comments

358250 157.3 Bullseye 4.2 849 7.5 WSP .358 1.541 2”@25 Yd
358250 157.3 Unique 5.1 885 11.2 WSP .358 1.541 2”@25 Yd



358250 157.3 Blue
Dot

7.8 834 24.7 WSP .358 1.541 2”@25 Yd

358250 157.3 WW
231

4.9 862 16.5 WSP .358 1.541 3”@25 Yd

358250 157.3 AA #5 5.9 740 5.2 WSP .358 1.541 4”@25 Yd
 
 

Cast Loads for the Lyman 358430 (195 grain version)
Factory velocity 730 FPS

Bullet Weight Powder Weight Average
Vel

SD Primer Sized
Dia

OAL Comments

358430 199.2 Bullseye 3.3 690 7.7 WSP .358 1.549 3”@25 Yd
358430 199.2 Red Dot 3.3 690 6.0 WSP .358 1.549 2”@ 5 Yd
358430 199.2 Green

Dot
3.7 745 5.3 WSP .358 1.549 2”@25 Yd

358430 199.2 Unique 4.5 825 8.8 WSP .358 1.549 2”@25 Yd
358430 199.2 700-X 3.1 657 13.6 WSP .358 1.549 4”@25 Yd
358430 199.2 WW

231
3.8 699 5.5 WSP .358 1.549 2”@25 Yd

358430 199.2 AA #5 5.0 635 15.2 WSP .358 1.549 2.5”@25
Yd

 
Note - All testing was done from a sand bag rest.  Gun was a Smith and Wesson Model 15 with a 4” barrel.
 
After firing the test loads listed above, I thought back and remembered how well the .38 Special shot after all of these
years and how much I was missing by not shooting it a lot more.
 
Any of the three loads would be sufficient for small game use.  All loads were tested on paper at 25 yards.  Then, I
tested the plinking accuracy at 50 yards and again at 100 yards.
 
At 50 yards, all loads were sufficiently accurate for small game.  At 100 yards, all loads tested would easily stay on a
man size target although accuracy started to wane with the wadcutters at lower velocities.
 
With a six o’clock hold centering the wadcutter loads at 25 yards, the round nose 158 grain load printed about 4”
above point of aim with the same hold.  The 200 grain round nose load printed about 8 inches above point of aim with
a six o’clock hold.  This is important to remember if you’re shooting a fixed sight pistol.
 
 
 
Special Loads
 
200 grain Police Load.  This was a load that was loaded by Winchester Western for years for police departments when
they were equipped with, .38 Special handguns. I’m not certain if this load is still loaded.  I was loaded in nickel-
plated cases for enhanced duty use, contained a 200 grain round nose Lubaloy  (copper plated) bullet loaded to a fairly
respectable velocity. I had a box about 10 years ago and shot them in a snub nosed M19 .357 Magnum.  I was pretty
impressed by the accuracy I got out of that combination.  The old police load can be duplicated by loading the #358430
(195 grain version) or the old #35875 round FN bullet if you’re lucky enough to have a mould for it.  This was a pretty
useful load for Police Departments still armed with the .38 Special pistols.  Although I didn’t chronograph them, the
factory rounds seemed to be warmer than my hand loads using Lyman’s data.
 
I’ve always liked messing with 200 grain loads in the .38 Special.  The problem is that you run into pressure problems
really quickly and the trajectory is like a rainbow.  Up close (25-35 yards), they do a fine job but start to go unstable in
my hand loads at 50 yards and get really erratic at 100 yards as many are keyholing due quick loss of velocity. But up



close, they pack a lot of punch.
 
I remember receiving a bunch of .38 Special loads from an Air Force friend once.  These were loaded with 200 grain
FMJ bullets.  I think Federal loaded them.  We were shooting at the Police Pistol range and they had an old Studebaker
on the range for a target.  One of these bullets would penetrate the entire car through both doors.  For you youngsters,
Studebakers were known for body strength and a heavy metal frame.  So, when I hear someone tell about .38 bullets
bouncing off cars, I kind of take it with a grain of salt based on this experience.  Guess it depends on the angle and
circumstances.
 
Backward seated wadcutters.  This practice has been a trick tried by handloaders for years.  Take a 148 grain hollow
based wadcutter and seat it backwards with a slightly enhanced powder charge.  It produces an awesome looking HP
load with a big cavity.  Since these are swaged, soft lead, they will expand at .38 Special velocities.  I have tried them. 
We had a bunch of watermelons one fall that had gone bad so testing was in order.  I had trouble hitting the
watermelons at 25 yards with the backward seated WCs but when I did, the results were spectacular.
 
There is a problem with this practice.  The hollow base cavity supposedly occasionally blows through as its not
designed to be used this way.  Then, you’re stuck with a lodged bullet in the barrel.  Hasn’t happened to me but be
aware that the potential may be there for it to happen.
 
 
The .38 Special as a Defense round
 
I’m going to open this can of worms and stir it up a bit.  Many say the .38 Special is not a defense round.  Imagine
yourself as a criminal entering a house to steal something.  If there is any kind of gun there, I’d not even think of
doing it.  The American Rifleman is full of articles every month about crooks shot with .38 Specials and it looks to me
like a pretty good round for that purpose.
 
Now, lets look at some of the potential defense loads for it.  Many would say I want a super hollow point bullet at +P
velocities.  Think about this.  Walls nowadays are two layers of drywall and some studding.  A bullet like this would
go clear through the house and endanger your loved ones sleeping in other rooms as well as probably take out your
water heater or big screen TV as well.
 
Then, there’s your defense in a civil case in court where some bottom feeder lawyer stands up and says, “Your honor,
this man purposely used a bullet designed to maim and mutilate my client”. (As if the scumbag didn’t need it)  It’s far
better to say to “his honor” that you used the lightest target load possible loaded for defense of your home and loved
ones.  Better yet a 12 gauge with 7 ½ shot like I use. “Your honor, I was going hunting in the morning and this
gentlemen broke in my house and threatened my family”. Nothing increases the pucker factor of a crook like a round
being jacked into a Remington Model 870 in the middle of the night.  I heard that one night when checking a guard
post in the Army that had a jumpy guard in attendance. Unforgettable……
 
That’s my take on the .38 Special as a defense round.  It’s your life, your house: you choose.
 
The #73 H & G
 
One additional bullet I’ll touch briefly on here that I shoot a lot of is the #73 Hensley and Gibbs.  This is a truncated
point plain base bullet and runs 144.0 grains.  Probably the only place you’ll find a mould is on E-Bay.  This bullet
was designed and produced back in the old Bullseye target matches in order to enhance accuracy of the .38 Special
cartridge at 50 yards because it had a more aerodynamic profile than did the basic .38 wadcutter.
 
I still own a double cavity mould and it shoots very well in my wife’s Model 15 Smith and Wesson Combat
Masterpiece.
 
 
 



 Do you need a .38 Special?
This is a question that you have to answer.
 
.38 Specials come in all sizes and shapes.  Recoil is mild and loading cast for them is easy.  Reloading dies, cases and
used moulds are readily available and the loading cost is very economical.
 
They’re a great plinking, target and small game gun.  In my opinion, they’re adequate for home defense.
 
The .38 Special has a lot going for it.
 
You decide.
 

John Goins/aka beagle
 
 
 
 
 
 


